Community

Medina to begin blue bag organics collections
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The Medina City Council, Thursday, Jan. 3, decided to continue with Randy’s Environmental Services, of Delano, as the city licensed contractor for residential solid waste, recycling and organics collections — this time with Randy’s new blue bag organics program.

At the meeting, the City Council also took up other business. Here are some meeting highlights.

Swearing in
At the start of the meeting, City Administrator Scott Johnson administered oaths of office to Mayor Tom Crosby and City Councilors John Anderson and Elizabeth Weir. Last November voters elected both Crosby and Weir to repeat terms and Anderson to his first term. Anderson was a Planning Commission member last year.

Blue bag organics
As the City Council turned to the Randy's contract, Mayor Crosby noted that the Delano company already has served Medina for five years. Prior to the arrival of Randy’s, Medina had contracts with three waste haulers — each serving a specified part of the city. Medina put contracts for all three parts of the city up for bids, and Randy’s was the winning bidder for the entire city.
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